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1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the support properties of distri-

butions u(t), t e R1, on an open subset M of RN which satisfy an abstract hyper-

bolic equation du¡dt=iAu. Here u(t) is assumed to be " normalizable, " i.e., to

belong to a Hubert space 77 of (vector-valued) distributions, and A is a self-

adjoint operator on 77. Our general result is that if A has no homogeneous Lebesgue

spectrum (see §3 for definition), then any restriction on the support of u(t) for

t<0 holds for all t (Theorem 3.1), so that if the support of u(t) decreases to the

empty set as r->— oo, then u=0 (Theorem 3.2). These results generalize and

sharpen theorems in [1] (some of which were also proved by a different method

using energy inequalities in [4]), where a more restricted class of equations was

considered and stronger assumptions on the spectrum of A were made.

In §2 we make precise the classes of equations and spaces of distributions con-

sidered. §3 contains the main theorems on localization and domains of uniqueness,

with applications in §§4 and 5. In §6 we discuss the converse of Theorems 3.1 and

3.2, and give a counterexample.

2. Equations of evolution. Let M he an open subset of RN, V a finite-dimen-

sional complex vector space, and D the space of C°° functions from M to V with

compact support. Give D the usual locally convex inductive limit topology [5].

Suppose 77 is a Hubert space embedded in D', i.e., a bilinear form < ■, • > on 77 x D

is assumed given, such that

(A) </> -> </, fa) is continuous on D for eachfe 77.

(B) f-> </, fa) is continuous on 77 for each </>e D.

(C) </, fa=0 for all <j> e D implies /=0.

Lemma 2.1. For every compact set Fs M there exists an integer k and a constant

C such that

mm ú c\fumk

for allfe 77 and <f> e DK.

Remark on notation. Dk consists of the functions in D supported on K,

|| • ||H is the Hubert norm on 77, and ||^||fc = sup|a|ste ||Fa^||m, where a is a multi-

index, Da = Daxi- ■ Dx", D¡=d\idXj, and || • \\x is the supremum norm.
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Proof of lemma. DK and TT are Fréchet spaces, and conditions (A) and (B)

state that the bilinear form < •, • > restricted to DKxH is separately continuous.

Hence by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem it is jointly continuous, from which the

lemma follows.

Remark. In particular, T7 must be separable. Indeed, by conditions (B) and (C),

the bilinear form defines a map ir: D -*■ 77' with tt(D) total. Hence by convexity,

tt(D) is norm-dense in T7'. By Lemma 2.1, if </>e DK then |w(^)||H. ¿C||^||k, from

which the separability of H' and hence TT follows.

Suppose that A is a self-adjoint operator on T7, with domain D[A], and let

W(t) be the one-parameter unitary group generated by A. Consider the abstract

Cauchy problem

(2.1) du\dt = iAu,   u(0)=feH.

Now u(t)= W(t)f is defined for any fe H, and by Stone's theorem is strongly

differentiable and satisfies (2.1) in case fe D[A]. We shall persist in calling u(t)

a solution of (2.1) however, for/arbitrary in 77.

Let m be a solution of (2.1), in the above sense. For each /, u(t) defines via the

pairing < •, • > a F'-valued distribution on M. We now show that these distributions

may be integrated with respect to t, so that u defines an element of D'x, where

Dx = Cœ functions from M x R1 to V with compact support. Denote the points of

Mx=MxR1 by (x, t), and for <j>e Dx, teR1, let fat)=</>(-, t)eD.

Lemma 2.2. For any fe 77 and <f> e Dx, the function t -> < W(t)f, fat)} is con-

tinuous with compact support, and the bilinear form

</,*>i = ¡<rV(t)f,m>dt

satisfies conditions (A), (B), and (C).

Proof. For <j> e Dx, the set {fat) \ t e R1} is obviously bounded in D (i.e., is con-

tained in DK for some compact K and has bounded | • |fc norms for all k). Also W

unitary implies {W(t)f\ teR1} is bounded in 77. It follows from Lemma 2.1

that t -> (.W(t)f fat)} is continuous, and obviously has compact support. Further-

more, if Kx ̂  R1 x M is compact, then there exists an integer kx and a constant Cx

such that

</,*>! scj/iUlMU,
for all fe 77 and <f> e Dx, supp (fa)zKx. This shows that the form < •, • }x satisfies

conditions (A) and (B). To verify condition (C), take <f>e Dx of the form fax, t)

=x¥(x)6(t), where T e D and 6 e C0X(R1).

Remark. By virtue of Lemma 2.2, if u(t)= W(t)f,fe H, then we may consider

m as a distribution on M x Tí1. Thus we may speak of the support of u, supp (u)

zMxR1, as well as of the support of u(t), supp («(/)) Ç M, for a single value of t.

By Lemma 2.2 and a simple approximation argument, if GçM is open, then

u(t) = 0 on 0 for a < t < b is equivalent to w=0 on 6 x (a, b).
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3. Localization and domains of uniqueness. If W(t) = exp it A is a one-parameter

unitary group on 77, and fe 77, let p, be the positive Borel measure on F1 such

that ( W(t)/,/)=j exp (itX) dpf(A). We say that A has no homogeneous Lebesgue

spectrum if none of the measures pf, feH, are equivalent (in the sense of mutual

absolute continuity) to Lebesgue measure on F1. For example, if the spectrum of

A is a proper subset of F1, then A has no homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum.

Remark. This condition is clearly equivalent to the condition that the repre-

sentation W of F1 does not contain the regular representation.

Theorem 3.1. Let K^M, and let u(t)= W(t)f fe 77. Suppose A has no homo-

geneous Lebesgue spectrum. Then supp (u(t))^K for r^O implies supp («(/)) =F

for all t.

Remark. Theorem 3.1 is also true if "rgO" is replaced by "í^í0" or "í^í0-"

Proof. Let E={fe H | supp (W(t)f)sK for r^O}. Then F is a closed subspace

of H. Indeed, F is the intersection of the null spaces of the continuous linear

functionals /-> </, Y>1; where Y e D± and is supported on the complement of

Fx(—oo, 0] in Mx- Now F is obviously invariant under W(t) for t^.0. By Theorem 1

of [2], if A has no homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum then F must be invariant

under W(t) for all t. Thus if fe E and („eä1, then W(t0)feE, i.e.,

supp (W(t0 + t)f)^K for t^O. Hence supp (W(t0)fiçK.   Q.E.D.

If C£ M x R is open, we shall say that C is a domain of uniqueness for solutions u

of equation (2.1) in case supp (u) n C=void implies u=0. If C is a domain of

uniqueness, then by linearity two solutions of (2.1) which agree on C are equal

everywhere. Obviously any domain of the form M x 7, 7 a nonempty open interval,

is a domain of uniqueness. We establish next, using Theorem 3.1, that certain

domains which are only asymptotically of this form for large negative t are also

domains of uniqueness, under the continuing hypothesis that A have no homo-

geneous Lebesgue spectrum.

Notation. For C£ M x R1, t e F1, let C+t={(x, s+t)\ (x, s) e C}.

Theorem 3.2. Let CsAfxF1 be open, such that C+t^C for t^O and

U«>o C+t = MxR1. If A has no homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum, then C is a

domain of uniqueness for solutions of (2.1).

Remark. In case M=RN, then any open cone in RN+1 = Mx F1 containing the

negative /-axis satisfies the conditions on C.

Proof. Let u(t)=W(t)f and suppose supp (u) n C=void. It suffices to show

that supp (/) n 0=void for an arbitrary open set 0sM with compact closure.

Now ¿>x{0}£(Jt>0 C+t and C+r£C+j if t<s. Thus by compactness there

exists a t0 e F1 such that <9x{0}^C+t0. Hence for any t^O,

&x{t} £ C+t0 + t £ C+t0,

so we conclude that <S x (—oo, -i„]çC.
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By hypothesis « vanishes on C, hence for r^ — r0, supp (i/(r))£0' by the above.

According to Theorem 3.1, this implies that supp («(/))£(?' for all t. Hence

f=u(0) vanishes on 0.    Q.E.D.

4. Some applications. Let Ti^O be a self-adjoint operator on the Hubert

space H=L2(M) (Lebesgue measure on M). We shall establish sufficient conditions

for the preceding results on localization and domains of uniqueness to be valid

for certain spaces of solutions of the abstract "wave equation"

(4.1) d2u/dt2 = -Ti2«.

We assume that :

(4.2) Ti-1 exists as a bounded operator.

For a a real number let Ti" be the nonnegative self-adjoint operator defined as

usual via the spectral theorem. Define T7a to be the completion of D[Ba] with

respect to the norm ||/|U= ||Tia/||L2. (If cr^O, D[Ba] is already complete in this

norm, by (4.2).) Thus for a > ß, one has 77a <= hg, the embedding arising from the

inclusion D[Ba]^D[B% while T70 = T7.

Remark. In the case T7=(-A+«î2)1/2, «z>0, A the Laplace operator on L2(RN)

(so that equation 4.1 is the Klein-Gordon equation), the spaces T7a are well-known

spaces of tempered distributions. The cases a=0 and 1, or a=—-J and \, are

encountered in the energy norm, or the Lorentz invariant norm respectively,

associated with the Klein-Gordon equation.

For a 2; 0 the elements of T7a are L2 functions on M, and thus act as distributions

in the usual way. For a < 0, in order to realize T7a as a space of distributions we

assume that:

(4.3a) D=Cox(M)çD[B'a] and the map B": D^L2(M) is continuous (rela-

tive to the topology of D and the norm topology of L2) with dense range.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose B satisfies (4.2) and (4.3J. For every real number ß^a,

there exists a unique bilinear form on HBx D satisfying conditions (A), (B), (C) o/§2,

such that for fe D[Be] and <j> e D, one has

(4.4) <f,f>=\ft
Jit

dx.

Proof. As remarked above, the case a 2:0 is trivial, the elements of T7^ being

locally integrable functions on M already. For a arbitrary, any such bilinear form

is uniquely determined by (4.4), since D[Bß] is dense in Hß.

Suppose a < 0. Now by the spectral theorem the operator B is unitarily equivalent

to a multiplication operator Mb on a space L2(Q), where b is a real-valued measur-

able function on Ü. Let this unitary equivalence be denoted by /-»■/; thus D is

the image of D and Eß the image of D[B8].
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By assumption (4.2), b^X>0 for some constant A. Obviously the map/->/

extends to an isomorphism of Hß with the space 77^ of all measurable functions g

on £2 such that bßgeL2(ü.). In particular, if <j>eD, geHe, and ß^a, then

$g=ba-eb-"$begeLx(0.), since lf-»eLn and b~"$eL2. Define

<g, <*>> = Í g(t*r* dw
Ja

(the asterisk denoting complex conjugation).

Clearly if g e L2(M), then (g, fa)-(g, <¡>*)l2 = í g<i> dx. Furthermore, if a sequence

<£n->0 as elements of D, then so does the sequence <j>$, and by (4.2) B~a<f>t ->0

in L2(M). Hence for ß^a, b~s$* -^ 0 in L2(Q.) and consequently (g, fa~) -> 0 for

every geHß. Also |<g, fa>\ Ú ̂ f-'UMAb-"^^, hence g-+(g,fa> is con-
tinuous. Finally, if g e He and (g, fa)=0 for all <j> e D, then bag J_ ¿>-°F> in F2(Q).

But by assumption, b~"£> is dense in F2(Q), so bag=0 a.e. Since ba>0 a.e., it

follows that g=0. This establishes the existence of a bilinear form with the requisite

properties.    Q.E.D.

For examples of operators satisfying conditions (4.2) and (4.3a), we mention

first the operator F=(—A + nj2)1'2, m>0, in its usual self-adjoint formulation, on

L2(RN). B^m, and is hence invertible. Condition (4.3a) is satisfied for all a<0.

Indeed, the dense range condition follows from the essential self-adjointness of

F"° on the translation-invariant domain D (cf. [6]) and the invertibility of B~";

the other conditions are easily verified. Further examples arise from perturbations

of the above. Suppose that F is a nonnegative operator on D which is of " smaller

order" than F2, i.e., there exist constants a, b with 0^a< 1 such that

(4.5) ¡Vfa\ ï a\\B2fa\+b\\fa\,

for <f> e D. As is well known from the work of Kato and others, this implies that

A = B2 + V is essentially self-adjoint on D (since F2 is ess. s.a. on D and V has a

closure, it follows that inequality (4.5) extends to all <f> in D[B2]). Hence the con-

ditions (4.2) and (4.3J are satisfied for F1=y4~1/2, with a = ~2, in which case

equation (4.1) becomes d2u¡dt2 = — (B2-\- V)u.

We now return to equation (4.1), and show using the spaces 77a that it can be

brought to the form (2.1), by the familiar reduction of higher-order equations to

systems of first-order equations.

Let Ta = B2 : Ha + 1-*Htt, with D[Ta] = Ha + 2^Ha + 1 (i.e., in the notation of

Lemma 4.1, D[TaT={f measurable on Q. \ ba+2feL2(Q)}, and fj=b2/.). Then

F* is the identity map from Ha + 1 (with norm || • ||J to 77«+1 (with norm || • ||„+i).

Thus equation (4.1) may be written as

du¡dt = iT*v,       u(0)eHa+1,

(4.6)
dvjdt = iTau,       v(0) e Ha.
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(Just as in the case of equation (2.1), this only makes literal sense when u(t) e Ha + 2

and v(t) e Ha+X. We are only interested in the integrated form of the equations,

however.)

Let Ka=Ha + x® Ha. Take A to be the self-adjoint operator on Ka with

D[A] = D[Ta] © D[T*] and matrix

(0     T*\

\Ta   0 J

relative to the given direct sum decomposition of Ka. Equation (4.6) then assumes

the form (2.1).

Theorem 4.1. The conclusions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 hold for weak solutions

"(0 of (4.1), provided u(0) e Ha + X, ù(0) e Ha for some real a, and B satisfies con-

ditions (4.2) and (4.3a).

Remark. To be precise, u(t) is assumed to be the first component of a pair

u(t) © v(t) e Ka, where

(4.7) u(t) © v(t) = eitA(u0 © v0),       u0 = m(0),       v0 = ù(0),

and the elements of T7a + 1, T7a act as distributions via Lemma 4.1. The dot denotes

differentiation with respect to t (cf. Lemma 4.2). We may assume a ^ 0.

Proof of theorem. By Assumption (4.2), there exists £>0 such that B^e. A

direct calculation shows that A is unitarily equivalent to the operator

(.' -°s)

on Ka with domain Ha+2© Ha + X, and hence the spectrum of A excludes the

interval (—ea+112, ea+312). In particular, A has no homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum.

It only remains, therefore, to show that if supp (u(t))zK for a^t^b, then the

same is true for v(t), where u and v are related by (4.7). This follows from the

following lemma:

Lemma 4.2. Let u and v be related by equation (4.7). Then for every <f>e D,

(4.8) dldt(u(t), ¿> = (v(t), fa>

Proof. We may express u(t) and v(t) in terms of the initial data u0 and v0 by

the familiar formulas

u(t) = cos íBuq + B'1 sin rTi»j0,       v(t) = — Ti sin íT7h0 + cos tBv0

(see [8], for example). Let <f> e D. Then using the notation of Lemma 4.1, we note

that <j>bû0eLx, and (d I dt)$ cos tbû0=—$b sin tbû0, pointwise on Q, with the

difference quotients bounded by 3$bû0. Hence by the dominated convergence

theorem, (djdt) ¡$ cos tbû0dw=—j$b sin tbû0dw. A similar argument applies

for the term T?_1 sin tBux, and adding yields (4.8).
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5. Half-cylinders as domains of uniqueness. In special cases, Theorem 3.1 to-

gether with standard arguments (cf. [3, Theorem 7]) can be used to obtain results

on domains of uniqueness which do not require the /-sections of the domain to

grow as i->—oo, in contrast to the domains considered in Theorem 3.1. For

simplicity we shall only consider the Klein-Gordon equation. Let B=(—A+m2)112,

m>0, acting on Z,2(T?ir), and define the spaces T7a associated with 77 as in §4.

Theorem 5.1. Let u be a weak solution ofYJu=m2u, m^O, such that for some

real a, u(0)e Ha + X, u(0)eHa. Suppose i>çRN ¡s a nonempty open set such that

u(t) vanishes on & for r^O. Then u—0.

Remarks. □ denotes the operator A — d2\dt2. The sense in which « is a solution

of the equation is that of Theorem 4.1.

Proof. By translation invariance, we may assume 0 is a neighborhood of 0 in

RN. By the results of §§3 and 4, u(t) must vanish on G for all t.

Now u(t) is a tempered distribution with Fourier transform

cos tbuo+b'1 sin tbûx,

where ¿»(í)=(|^|2+m2)1'2, ÇeRN, u0 = u(0), ux=ü(0), and ba+1û0eL2, B"ûxeL2.

By the vanishing of u(t) on <9, if <f> e Co°°(0), then

<£[cos tbûo+b'1 sin tbûx] di = 0

for all t. Let/± =M"o + t&-1«i]. Then Z»a+1/± eL2, and

cos tbûo+b-1 sin tbûx = eitbf+ + e-'"/-•

Hence

(5.1) JW/+ = - fe-»>$f-.

Since ¿»SïO, the left-hand side of (5.1) is the boundary value of a function bounded

and holomorphic for Im / > 0, while the right-hand side is the boundary value of a

function bounded and holomorphic for Im t < 0. The equality for real t thus implies

by analytic continuation that each side is constant. Since \eitb\^e~ms, i=Im(r),

that constant must be zero (let Im / -> oo).

Thus we may deal with/± separately, and it clearly suffices to show/±=0.

(Up to this point we have only used the positivity of the operator 77.) Consider

/=/+ (the argument for/_ is the same). Since ba+xfeL2, fis locally integrable.

Let SN~X be the unit sphere {|f| = l} in RN, and do the invariant measure on

S1"-1. For <f>eCo(6), set g(r)=¡s«- i $(ro)f(ro) da, r>0. By Fubini's theorem

and the above argument, J^ exp itb(r)g(r)rN~1 dr=0 for all r. By the change of

variable A = Z»(r) this implies J^ eitA dp(X) = 0, where

4*(A) = g(r(X))X(X2-m2)N~3l2dX.
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But p is a finite measure, and by the uniqueness of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms,

p-0, hence g=0 a.e.

Now Co (6) is invariant under differentiation, hence taking Fourier transforms,

we conclude that for all multi-indices a=(alt..., aN) and almost all r,

js„-1 WMl/W)da = °

(<ra=oii- • -a^", where alt...,a¡, are the rectangular coordinates of oeS"'1).

Since $feLx(do), we conclude that for almost all r, $(ro)f(ro)=0 for almost all a.

Applying Fubini's theorem, we conclude that <f>f=0 a.e. on RN. Choosing a

sequence <f>n e Co(0) such that <£„ -> 1 we obtain/=0 a.e. as desired.   Q.E.D.

Remark. Theorem 5.1 may also be proved by appealing first to the general

theorem that u must vanish in the full backward light cone [9, Theorem 5.3.3],

and then applying Theorem 4.1 of the present paper.

6. A counter-example. The converse to Theorem 3.2, namely the presence of

homogeneous Lebesgue spectrum implying the existence of nonzero solutions of

(2.1) vanishing on C, depends on the pairing <-, •>, i.e., the notion of localization

employed. For an example where the converse does hold (cf. [3]), where nonzero

finite-energy solutions to the scalar wave equation which vanish on the backward

light cone are constructed. Here we give an example where it does not hold.

Let H=L2(RN), and let F be a bounded antilocal self-adjoint translation-

invariant operator on 77 (e.g., F=(7-A)* for A<0, A ̂ integer, N odd (see [7])).

Here antilocal means that whenever fand Tf both vanish on a nonempty open set,

then/=0. Let D=C0X(RN) ® CS'(RN), and define a pairing on 77x D by

(6.1) </, fa 0 fa> = jfaTfdx+jfaJdx.

Clearly this pairing satisfies conditions (A), (B), and (C) of §2.

Let A = dji dxx on H, so that W(t) = eUA acts by translation of Xi :

W(t)f(xx, ...,xN)= f(xx +1,.. ■, xN).

Thus IF is a multiple of the regular representation of F1 with multiplicity X0.

However, iffe H,f+0, then u(t)= W(t)f considered as an element of D' via the

pairing (6.1), has global support for all t, by the antilocality of T.
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